SKETCHING PENCIL

PRE C I S I O N

Ultra fine sketching with a high quality metal barrel

3 SECOND SELL

1

Premium full metal barrel
(With retractable pocket-safe nib)

R A NG E
F EATU R ES
Texture

PRECISION
Ultra fine sketching
with a high quality
metal barrel.

Core size

Smooth
0.5/0.7mm

No. degrees in range

2

Suitable for fine detail

2

High tensile strength
(Across both 0.5mm and 0.7mm variants)

Blendable

5

Erasable

4

Layering

5

Point strength

4

Premium metal barrel
Retractable pocket-safe nib

3

Perfect for finest detail

Rigorously tested graphite, to ensure the highest tensile
strength across both the 0.5mm and 0.7mm grades
Control and greater consistency, ensuring perfect
laydown every time
Elegant design and premium metal finish with
a concealed push button eraser
Available individually and in blisters and tins
*Lightfast, colours remain the same for 100 years under museum conditions
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PREMIUM FULL METAL BARREL
A full metal body ensures durability and helps to
maintain grip and balance whilst creating fine line
drawings. Derwent Precision Mechanical Pencils also
feature a retractable pocket-safe nib, a concealed pushbutton eraser and metal pocket clip.

“Perhaps the most important feature of the Precision is
the metal retractable sheath that extends with the click
of the end cap, revealing the graphite. It’s an important
feature because so many mechanical pencils in this price
range have static sheaths for the graphite. These tend
to either break or rip clothing if the pencil in placed
in a pocket. With the Derwent Precision, everything is
tucked away beautifully when not in use meaning you
can return to your pencil time and time again.”
Ivor Harrison - Professional Artist

HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH
Rigorously tested to ensure the highest tensile strength
across both the 0.5mm and 0.7mm grades, Derwent
Precision Pencils have a strong point for extended use
and minimal breaking. Up to five replacements can be
placed into the pencil barrel at once. Available in HB
and 2B.
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PERFECT FOR THE
FINEST DETAIL
The smooth laydown of graphite makes these pencils
perfect for fine detail and cross hatching techniques.
“When held in the hand it has a good weight and
feels beautifully balanced when sketching. I found
it incredibly responsive, giving delicate marks with
the lightest of touches, and expressive, rhythmic
flowing lines alongside fine, dark lines when further
definition was needed. The fine lead was easy to
load and its narrow point allowed for amazing
precision when doing highly detailed work.”
Adele Wagstaff - Professional Artist

